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DEAUVILLE [R-H] - 12 January 
 

Race 2 - PRIX DU PAYS D'OUCHE -  2500m HCP CL2. Purse EUR €50,000. 

1. BREATH OF FIRE - One place from seventh AW outings tempers confidence. Others more persuasive. 

2. MONSIEUR XOO - Held eighth over course and distance at this level 23 days ago. Place claims on earlier 

form. 

3. COUNT ROSTOV - Three-time AW winner who ran on well over 1900m here second up. Contender at this 

new journey. 

4. CREATIVE - Third over course and trip in claiming company sixteen days ago. Step forward required upped 

in grade. 

5. DARE - Plenty to prove after a pair of no shows in turf handicaps. Best watched from a wide draw. 

6. CHECKPOINT CHARLIE - Held ninth over course and distance after shaping well previously. In the mix on 

best form. 

7. PIET - Third over track and trip three starts ago. Not ruled out on stable debut. 

8. ZORPEN - Completed a double over course and distance in easier company. Key player up in grade. 

9. BOURDAIN - Down the field in this standard over 1900m here before a break. Others look more 

progressive. 

10. MARCAN - Mixed form this term but not ruled out for a place at this new trip. 

11. NORMANDY BEECH - Course and distance victory on second AW outing 68 days ago. More needed from 

a poor draw but progressive. 

12. SALOCIN - First AW success in a course and distance conditions event on reappearance. More needed 

returning to handicap company. 

13. KAYRAT - Ran on well into sixth over track and trip last month. Each-way appeal. 

14. TENNESSEE SONG - Improved third in a Chantilly AW handicap over 2700m. Keep in mind. 

15. JUST LIGHT - Completed a place double in this grade over track and journey last month. Contender. 

16. MASTERPOWER - Completed a hat-trick over course and distance in easier company. Career best 

required up in grade but not ruled out with further progress. 

Summary: COUNT ROSTOV (3) could go close to claiming a fourth AW victory after a fine effort over 1900m 
here second up. Strong claims raised to a new distance. ZORPEN (8) could take this class rise in his stride 
after completing a double over course and distance. CHECKPOINT CHARLIE (6) disappointed on last start 
but is a worthy challenger on best form previously. KAYRAT (13) shaped well into sixth last time. Keep safe. 
TENNESSEE SONG (14) offers place hope. 

Selections 

COUNT ROSTOV (3) - ZORPEN (8) - CHECKPOINT CHARLIE (6) - KAYRAT (13) - TENNESSEE SONG 
(14)  
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Race 3 - PRIX DE HIEVILLE -  1900m CLM. Purse EUR €23,000. 

1. JOYCE GALESTE - Not beaten far into seventh over course and distance at this level 20 days ago. 

Consider. 

2. DELUCA CHOP - Panis debutant who is in need of a market check. 

3. CAPOEIRA - Down the field in a track and trip event at this standard last month. Capable of better. 

4. CIVNYAN - Midfield in previous pair of handicaps on this surface. This is easier. 

5. JAMES WHISTLER - Down the field in both career outings. Prefer to watch. 

6. BON ESPRIT - 14L defeat on AW debut at Pornichet. Unlikely to feature. 

7. WOODSTONE - Midfield in a Lyon-la-Soie maiden over 1800m. Improvement likely with a notable jockey 

booked. 

8. CONCEDE - Improved sixth in a course and distance claimer second up. Not ruled out. 

9. QUEENLY - No threat second up over course and journey. Hard to enthuse. 

10. IPPAROCK - Better run second up over track and distance 20 days ago. Place claims. 

11. SAMAYA - Improved fifth over course and distance last month. Place hope. 

12. SHE'S EVAPORUST - Fine third over course and distance on AW debut last month. Leading chance. 

13. BELLA ROSSA - Daughter of French Fifteen debuting in a moderate event. Keep safe. 

Summary: SHE'S EVAPORUST (12) arrives in top form after a fine third on AW debut over course and 
distance. Likely to improve and rates the one to beat. JOYCE GALESTE (1) ran better than the form figure 
suggests in latest. Capable of a strong challenge. WOODSTONE (7) and CONCEDE (8) have both showed 
ability and can improve. Place chances. 

Selections 

SHE'S EVAPORUST (12) - JOYCE GALESTE (1) - WOODSTONE (7) - CONCEDE (8) 
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Race 4 - PRIX DE SAINTE-ADRESSE -  1900m MDN. Purse EUR €27,000. 

1. DARKSTARHON - No show over course and distance first up. Major improvement required. 

2. EVERMAN - Solid runner-up over track and trip on AW debut last month. Strong claims. 

3. CIRCO MASSIMO - Something may have been amiss when disappointing after a promising debut. Keep 

safe after a break. 

4. TOM HORN - Down the field when debuting at Longchamp 87 days ago. Prefer to watch. 

5. GOLDAMI - 19L defeat first up at this course and distance. Significant progress needed. 

6. MOBYF - Unseated the rider here after an encouraging debut at Chantilly AW previously. Key player. 

7. MASTER GATSBY - Major improvement to run second at Saint-Cloud over 2000m 63 days ago. Consider. 

8. AGILULF - Unplaced in three UK novice events. Others preferred on stable debut. 

9. EL WADI - Elm Park colt making his first start. Worth a market glance. 

10. CAPTAIN MAN - Dream Ahead debutant who is likely to need this run. 

11. FINDON FLYER - Son of Ultra who is one to note if attracting market support from a good draw. 

Summary: EVERMAN (2) is expected to get off the mark following a good second over course and distance. 
Likely to prove hard to pass. MOBYF (6) could give the selection most to do if forgiving a mishap last time. 
Displayed ability previously. CIRCO MASSIMO (3) has been given a break after disappointing second up. Key 
chance if replicating his debut effort. MASTER GATSBY (7) completes the shortlist after dramatic improvement 
in latest. 

Selections 

EVERMAN (2) - MOBYF (6) - CIRCO MASSIMO (3) - MASTER GATSBY (7) 
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Race 5 - PRIX DE RABODANGES -  1900m CL3. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. GELINKA - Easy 4.5L winner of a course and distance handicap last month. Notable runner. 

2. LETTY'S MARVEL - Mixed handicap form this term but a major player as a dual winner over track and trip. 

3. GOYA SENORA - Down the field in both course and distance outings in handicaps since resuming. Capable 

of better. 

4. SIMONS KING - Fine fourth in a stronger Chantilly AW event last month. Leading claims. 

5. SHOAL OF TIME - Seventh in a strong course and distance handicap last month. Place claims at best. 

6. JOE FRANCAIS - Placed in a couple of AW claimers this campaign. Others preferred up in class. 

7. VASCO DA GAMA - 6L defeat in claiming company at Chantilly AW seventeen days ago. Opposed. 

8. TANTPISPOUREUX - Fine fifth in a stronger Chantilly AW affair second up. Each-way appeal for a good 

trainer and jockey team. 

9. MINI RUNNIHAY - Beaten out of sight when debuting at Chantilly AW. Ignored. 

Summary: GELINKA (1) boasts strong claims if replicating an easy 4.5L handicap success over this course 
and distance. Rates highly given the right run. TANTPISPOUREUX (8) delivered a good fifth in a better grade 
Chantilly AW event. Leading chance for a solid trainer and jockey partnership. SIMONS KING (4) holds frame 
prospects eased in level after running fourth at Chantilly AW. LETTY'S MARVEL (2) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

GELINKA (1) - TANTPISPOUREUX (8) - SIMONS KING (4) - LETTY'S MARVEL (2) 


